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The Butterfly  

All I do, is I lie here, day in and day out, night in and night out. I know there is 
something I must do but I am so small and helpless in this time of my life. I dream 
of light in this dark. I smell the most (1) incredible smells, perfume from the 
flowers, the damp of wood and the smell of rising sap. This intoxicates me and 
mixed with the funk from the animals, I am twitching in anticipation; something 
BIG is going to happen. 

I can see the birds looking for me, alas and alack, I am an entrée in the bug world. 
Hey, finally some movement, I am itching all over, wait one darn minute I have 
these teeny tiny, really tiny feet and legs. What am I supposed to do, ahh, Crawl .. 
Move up and Down .. I get it. Is that a Leaf, I see before me, oh leaf, I have to eat 
you, and it is my duty, my right, my privilege... oh you are so scrumptious! I have 
to eat everything in sight.. It seems I can’t stop eating. Crawl and Crawl, Chew 
and chew and chew. Burp! Ah Good, I feel so sleepy.. So sleep I must..  

I sleep. I dream of flight, of wings so light. Of floating on a breeze, a clouds 
delight.. I am in flight. 

Wait, I am in flight, it is not a dream, I am real, REAL .. A thing of rare beauty, a 
flower without a stem, floating on air.  

I am a Butterfly!  

   

 The Stages of a Butterfly are- Egg, Larva, Pupa, Butterfly  

Key Words: 

1. Helpless (h lp l s) Unable to help oneself; powerless or incompetent.  

2. Incredible ( n-kr d -b l) So implausible as to elicit disbelief. 

3. Perfume  (p r-fy m ) A substance that emits and diffuses a fragrant odour 

4. Alas ( -l s ) Used to express sorrow, regret, grief, compassion, or apprehension of 
danger or evil. 

5. Alack ( -l k ) Used to express sorrow, regret, or alarm 

6. Entrée  ( n tr ) A dish (food) served in formal dining immediately before the main 
course or between two principal courses 

7. Scrumptious  (skr mp sh s) Splendid; delectable, delicious. 
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Co- Creative Writing 

Please write a short story that showcases the stages of your favourite insect. 

WRITE AND TELL THE STORY  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIMAX 

 

 

 

RISING ACTION  FALLING ACTION  

EXPOSITION RESOLUTION 
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Please write a short story that showcases the stages of your favourite insect. Use 
Freytag’s format below, to construct your Story. Exposition, Rising Action, 
Climax, Falling Action and Resolution assist in defining your story. 
TITLE______________________ 

Exposition 
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Rising Action 

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Climax 

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Falling Action 
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Resolution  
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Organize the details- Use your Notes              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
                                               
 

 

CLIMAX  
 

FALLING ACTION  
 

RISING ACTION  
 

EXPOSITION   
 

RESOLUTION   
 

 

 
NOTES 

 
 It’s a Natural instinct for your dog to chase a rabbit. If this rabbit that he found 
was a wild cottontail running in the woods or yard, it is game. Wild rabbits 
have a very strong game scent. The chase and capture is instinctual in your 
dog. We discovered that the wild scent of the wild cottontails bring out the 

natural instinct in not only our dogs but cats, as well.  
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Get the Picture! 
READING COMPREHSION 
 

The Rabbit and the Dog 
 

A dog ran after a rabbit. They ran up the hill and down the hill, across the 
meadow and over the stream and finally the dog stopped running. A 
shepherd saw him stop and laughed at him. 
The shepherd said, "A little rabbit runs faster than you.” It ran like the 
wind as if the devil was chasing it.” The dog, laughed and said, “That 
could be very true, to the rabbit I am a devil” 
“You see, dear shepherd,” answered the dog “There is a difference 
between us. I am only running for my dinner, but he is running for his life. 

 
 

Answer the questions 
 

1. What is the moral of the story?  
 
2. Who saw the dog chase the rabbit?  
 
3. Why did the Shepherd laugh? 
 
4. What did the dog say about the rabbit? 
 
5. What does the difference mean? 
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ILLUSTRATION  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
                              
 
 
                              

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CLIMAX 
 
The shepherd said, "A 
little rabbit runs faster 
than you.” It ran like the 
wind as if the devil was 
chasing it.”   

FALLING ACTION 
 
The dog, laughed and 
said, “That could be 
very true, to the rabbit I 
am a devil” 
 
. 

RISING ACTION 
  
A shepherd saw him 
stop and laughs at him.  

EXPOSITION  
 
A dog ran after a rabbit. 
They ran up the hill and 
down the hill, across 
the meadow and over 
the stream and finally 
the dog stopped 
running 

RESOLUTION 
 
“You see, dear 
shepherd,” answered 
the dog “There is a 
difference between us. I 
am only running for my 
dinner, but he is 
running for his life." 
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GRAMMAR  
 
Build up your note-taking skills.   
Use an abbreviation. : the United States of America  USA 
    
Example:  
The United States of America is a nation made up of fifty states.  
 USA is a nation made up of fifty states.  
RE- WRITE using note form 
July 4th is the Independence Day of the United States of America. 
1. July 4th is the USA ‘s Independence Day  
 
The people in the United States of America enjoy July 4th with fireworks, 
parades, and picnics. 
2. The people in USA enjoy July 4th with fireworks, parades, and picnics. 
Rules  

Exclamations 
- An exclamation is a sentence that shows a strong feeling. 
- It begins with a capital letter. It ends with an exclamation point. 
 
Example: 
Independence Days are very important national holidays! 

Practice  
Unscramble the sentences and place the exclamation… properly! 
 
1. he  liked  to very  stories  much  read 
→ He liked to read stories very much!  
 
2. was   his  family  very  poor 
→ His family was very poor!  
 
3. great  he  is  so 
→ He is so great! 
 
4. stories  his  are  fun very 
→ His stories are very fun! 
 
5. he  talent  had  in  writing  great  a   
→ He had a great talent in writing!  
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Newscaster: This is Bob for TALK TIME. Reporter Cathy Todd speaks with 

a boy, celebrating Independence Day. 

Reporter: July 4th is the Independence Day of the United States of 

America. In 1776, the thirteen states said they were free from England. 

Now let’s meet the little boy. Hi, what’s your name and how old are you? 

What do you like about the July 4th 

celebrations? 

Little Boy: Hi, my name is Robbie and I’m 

10 years old. I love the balloons, hotdogs, 

pizza, the fireworks and my dad is in the 

parade!  

Reporter: Robbie, that’s great!  

Newscaster: Thank you, Robbie and Cathy 

Todd, for this look at our Independence Day. This is Bob for TALK TIME 

 

 

Independence Days are very important national holidays in many countries. July 

4th is the Independence Day of the United States of America. The thirteen states 

declared that they were independent from England on July 4th, 1776. Americans 

honor this day as a national holiday. They enjoy the national holiday with 

fireworks, parades, and picnics.  

July 14th is the Independence Day of France. The people of Paris attacked the 

Bastille prison on July 14th, 1789 and this signaled the beginning of the French 

Revolution. The French celebrate this day with military parades, fireworks, and 

dancing. As you can see, many countries honor Independence Days as national 

holidays.  
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Reading Comprehension  
(Write over the blue with your pens) 
 
Answer the questions 
 
1. What is the main idea of the passage?  

a.  July 4th is the Independence Day of the United States of America. 

b.  July 14th is the Independence Day of France.  

c. Independence days are important national holidays. 

 

2. How did July 4th become the Independence Day of the United States 

of America? 

The thirteen states declared that they were independent from England 

on July 4th, 1776. 

 

3. What do Americans do on July 4th? 

They enjoy the day with fireworks, parades, and picnics. 

 

4. What happened in France on July 14th, 1789?  

The people of Paris attacked the Bastille prison and this signaled the 

beginning of the French Revolution.   

 

5. If you are in France on July 14th, what will you do? 

If I am in France on July 14th, I will go up the Eiffel Tower and enjoy 

fireworks.   
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Talk about the details- Make Notes! 
 
 
 

July 4th, The United States of America 
 

                       
 
 

thirteen states, 
independent 

 
 

 
 
 
 

July 14th, France 
 

                       
 
 

 the Bastille prison, the 
French Revolution 

        
 

Tips: enjoy~ with-, celebrate~ with- NOTES 
Read -Think –Write! 

 

 
                                          NOTES  
 
 
 
The storming of the Bastille occurred in Paris on the morning of 14 July 1789. The 
medieval fortress an old prison in Paris known as the Bastille represented royal authority 
in the center of Paris, its fall was the flashpoint of the French Revolution. In France, Le 
quatorze juillet (14 July) is a public holiday, formally known as the Fête de la Fédération 
(Federation Holiday). It is usually called Bastille Day in English. 
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Organize the Details 
 

INTRODUCTION: 
I’m going to tell you about National Holidays. 

 

Topic sentence 

Independence Days are very important national holidays in many 
countries. 

 
 

Major Detail 1 

July 4
th
 is the Independence Day 

of the United States of America. 

Minor Details 

1. The 13 states declared that they 
were independent from England 
on July 4

th
, 1776. 

2. Americans enjoy July 4
th
 with 

fireworks, parades, and picnics. 

Major Detail 2 
 
July 14th is the Independence Day 
of France. 

Minor Details 

1. Attacking the Bastille prison on 
July 14

th
, 1789 led to the French 

Revolution.  

2. The French celebrate July 14
th
 

with military parades, fireworks, 
and dancing. 

 
 
 
 
 

Conclusion sentence 
Many countries honor Independence Day as a national holiday. 
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Fill in the blanks and place the sentences in order. 

1 July 4
th

 is the Independence Day of the United States of America. 

3 July 14th is the Independence Day of France.  
 
5 As you can see, many countries honor Independence Days as 
national holidays. 
 
4 Attacking the Bastille prison on July 14th, 1789 led to the French 
Revolution, so the French celebrate this day with military parades, 
fireworks, and dancing. 
 
2 Since the thirteen states became independent from England on July 
4th, 1776, Americans enjoy this day with fireworks, parades, and 
picnics. 
 
 
Write a Summary 
 

July 4th is the Independence Day of the United States of America. 

Since the thirteen states became independent from England on 

July 4th, 1776, Americans enjoy this day with fireworks, parades, 

and picnics. July 14th is the 

Independence Day of France. Attacking 

the Bastille prison on July 14th, 1789 led 

to the French Revolution, so the French 

celebrate this day with military parades, 

fireworks, and dancing. As you can see, 

many countries honor Independence Day as national holidays. 
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A new topic 
 

The national flag is a symbol of the country’s history and spirit. 

 

 
List the details about the new topic.  
 

American, freedom, unity 
 

                       
 
 

 thirteen stripes, original 
thirteen states, 
independent 

 
 
 

French, spirit of French Revolution 
 

                       
 
 

influence on, a number of 
flags 
 

 

 
    

Tips: fifty stars, stand for, present fifty states, 
represent, liberty, equality, fraternity 
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Organize the details 
 

TOPIC SENTENCE: 
The national flag is a symbol of the country’s history and spirit.  

 

Major Detail 1 

The American Flag symbolizes 
freedom and unity. 

 

Minor details 
1. The thirteen stripes represent 
the first original thirteen states 
which became independent 
from England. 
 
2. The fifty stars in the rectangle 
stand for the present fifty states 
in the United States. 

Major Detail 2 
The French Flag symbolizes the 
spirit of French Revolution. 

 

Minor details 
1. Blue represents liberty, white 
represents equality, and red 
represents fraternity. 
 
2. The French Flag had an 
influence on a number of flags. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

CONCLUSION SENTENCE: 
The national flag symbolizes the country’s history and spirit. 
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Complete the story. Fill in the blanks. 
 

The national flag is a symbol of the country’s history and spirit. The 
American Flag symbolizes freedom and unity. The thirteen stripes 
represent the first original thirteen states which fought against 
England and became independent. The fifty stars in the rectangle 
stand for the present fifty states in the United States. 
 
The French Flag symbolizes the spirit of French Revolution. Blue 
represents liberty, white represents equality, and red represents 
fraternity. The French Flag had an influence on a number of flags. As 
you can see, the national flag symbolizes the country’s history and 
spirit.  

 
Read -Think -Write …. What do you think? 

 a symbol of the country’s history and spirit.  

 American 

 Freedom  

 Unity 

 thirteen stripes 

 first original thirteen states 

 independent. 

 fifty stars 

 present fifty states 

 French 

 spirit of French Revolution 

 Liberty 

 equality, 

 fraternity 

 national flag 

 history and spirit 
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LEXICAL WRITING TABLE  
 
FILL IN THE BLANKS WITH ANY WORDS YOU DO NOT KNOW. LEAVE A BLANK SPACE IF YOU 
REQUIRE THE MEANING BESIDE IT. ADD ALL WORDS THAT ARE DISCUSSED IN CLASS THAT 
ARE NOT FAMILIAR TO YOU. IN THE TEXT PLACE THE CORRESPONDING #. Example (1) 

Incredible 
 

1 incredible 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 

11 12 13 14 15 

16 17 18 19 20 

21 22 23 24 25 

26 27 28 29 30 

31 32 33 34 35 

36 37 38 39 40 

41 42 43 44 45 

46 47 48 49 50 

51 52 53 54 55 

56 57 58 59 60 

61 62 63 64 65 

66 67 68 69 70 

71 72 73 74 75 

76 77 78 79 80 

81 82 83 84 85 

86 87 88 89 90 

91 92 93 94 95 

96 97 98 99 100 

 

 

“THE TWO SISTERS" 

 

America probably could not have won its freedom from the British during the American Revolution without 
the help of the French. France provided arms, ships, money and men to the American colonies.. It was an 
alliance of respect and friendship that the French would not forget. 
Almost 100 years later, in 1865, after the end of the American Civil War, several French intellectuals, 
discussed their admiration for America's success in establishing a democratic government and abolishing 
slavery at the end of the civil war. During the evening, talk turned to the close historic ties and love of liberty 
the two nations shared. Laboulaye noted that there was "a genuine flow of sympathy" between the two 
nations and he called France and America, "the two sisters." 
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Chapter 3  Comprehension Test  
 
 

1. What are the four stages of a butterfly? 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

2. Why do dogs chase rabbits? 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

3. How are America and France linked and why are they called the two 
sisters? 

 
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4. What are your national holidays and the colours of your flag? 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

5. Does your country have any significant relationship with France or 
America?  

 
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
6. Write 5 sentences using words from your Lexical Table. 

 
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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